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makes the rail brittle and of coarse crystalline structure. As
the safe temperature possible for finishing rails is also lowered
by the presence of phosphorus the latter must be kept to a
minimum.
Some other elements have, however, been added to steel rails
to good advantage. The difficulty of the problem lies in the
sacrifice in ductility and low first cost which must be made in
order to obtain hardness. The addition of about 0.1 per cent, of
titanium or the use of ferro-titanium tends .to make the steel more
homogeneous and thereby allows the percentage of carbon to be
increased with no loss of ductility or shock resisting qualities.
Whether the increased expense of this alloy is warranted remains
to be determined by longer experience. This treatment can be
applied to either Bessemer or open hearth processes.
In particular locations in the track where the rails receive very
hard wear such as at curves, frogs or crossings, ferro-manganese
steel has been used to advantage. The addition of from 12 to
15 per cent, of manganese to the open hearth steel adds greatly
to its hardness without seriously limiting its ductility. Since this
steel must be quenched in water when red hot which in turn results
in much care and time being spent in the straightening process,
and since this steel cannot be machined or drilled after quenching,
its first and installation costs are greatly increased.
Until the so-called Cuban ore, containing about the correct
percentages of nickel and chromium, was used in the manufacture
of steel rails, much trouble with broken rails was experienced where
the nickel-chrome steel was employed. This new ore, requiring
only a slight addition of nickel in the furnace, has been converted
into rails during the last few years by both the Bessemer and
open hearth processes. These rails seem to have the desirable
hardness without corresponding increase of cost. They have not
been in use long enough, however, to determine what the in-
creased life and wearing qualities may be.
Rail Joints.—Aside from the mechanically rigid rail joints
produced by cast welding, thermit welding and electric welding
discussed in some detail in Chap. XVII, several other types of
rail joints in rather more common use should be mentioned. The
simplest and cheapest joint is of course the four or six bolt fish
plate clamped on either side of the rail ends. This construction
allows considerable vertical motion to the ends of the rails as the
train passes over them, causing the heads to be soon flattened.
 

